
SECTION III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc. 

1. $10 Bonus-$20 Bonus-$30 Bonus 
2. Texas Hold 'Em-all limits from $2-$4 to No Limit. 
3. $10 Bonus-Players are awarded $50 in playing chips for $40 in cash if they 

participate in the Daily Texas Hold 'Em Tournament on Tuesday or Wednesday. 
$20 Bonus-Players are awarded $50 in playing chips for $30 cash if they are 
among the first 10 players to sign up and participate in The Nineteenth Hole's 
Texas Hold 'Em game beginning at 5:30 PM on Thursday thru Saturday. 
$30 Bonus-Players are awarded $50 in playing chips for $20 cash upon 
submission of a coupon that will accompanies an advertisement for The 
NineteenthHole. This is a one time offer and is good for new customers only.* 

4. NIA 
5. House Funded. 
6. None 
7. NIA 
8. NIA 
9. NIA 
10. A Minimum number of six (6) players is required to start the game and for the ~ 

players to receive the bonus. Players receiving the bonus must play their chips for ~ 
two (2) hours or until their chips are gone, whichever comes first. (\ A ~yv .. f'.. 1' 

11. NIA vvv- l 1, \ ~u.,\Jl
12. NIA c._.h \. c.. 
13. Published advertisement of this promotion is on The ineteenth Holes web site 

at www.19thholeantioch.com. 
14. None 
15. This activity utilizes a standard Texas Hold 'Em table, a standard deck of 52 

playing cards (no Joker) and standard Nineteenth Hole playing chips. 

* Advertisement and coupon have not been designed at this time. 
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Bureau Requirements 
 
Advertising 
The Nineteenth Hole Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity.  Should the 
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-000492) shall be referenced on all 
advertisements relating to this gaming activity. 
 
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the 
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Nineteenth Hole Casino at all times the gaming 
activity is being offered for play: 
 

• Eligible games and time periods. 
• Qualifying hands and corresponding prizes. 
• Jackpot fee required. 
• The prize amount to be awarded and how it shall be distributed between all eligible 

players. 
• The progressive jackpot prize will be increased daily at predetermined and designated 

times based on the amount collected. 
• Any No Purchase Necessary opportunity 
• Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity. 

 
Eligible Controlled Games  
The Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot shall be attached to the following Bureau approved 
controlled games offered at Nineteenth Hole Casino, as shown below, at all times this gaming 
activity is being offered for play.  All controlled game rules shall be played as previously 
approved by the Bureau. 
 

• Texas Hold’em (GEGA-001101) 
 

Object and Summary 
The Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot features a progressive jackpot prize element and a fixed 
bonus hand payout.  The progressive jackpot prize is awarded to players participating in a 
jackpot game when a designated second hand is beaten by a better qualifying hand at the 
showdown.  When the winning and losing hands are confirmed, those players with the qualifying 
jackpot hands shall receive their share of the posted percentage of the jackpot prize described 
below.  Additionally, a posted percentage of the jackpot prize, known as the room share, shall 
be evenly distributed among all other players who have participated in an eligible Texas 
Hold’em game, as shown below.  The fixed bonus hand payout is awarded to players who 
achieve a qualifying hand, as shown below.   
 
Qualifying Hands 
Players that make the following qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of the Texas 
Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot prize amount and a bonus hand fixed prize. 
 
Only a winning and losing progressive jackpot hand that has been Bureau approved, pre-
determined, and designated by the Nineteenth Hole Casino is eligible.  Patrons shall be given 
ample notice of the specific hands that are being offered.  Furthermore, the qualifying jackpot 
hands shall be displayed prominently within the Nineteenth Hole Casino at all times.  The round 
of play must reach the showdown. 
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Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot (Progressive) 
Bad Beat Hand (Losing Hand) Winning Hand 

6-6-6-6 or better Higher Ranked Four of a Kind or better 
 
Players that make one of the below qualifying hands shall be eligible to win the Texas Hold’em 
bonus hands fixed prize amount ranging from $20 to $250.  Patrons shall be given ample notice 
of the specific hands that are being offered as well as the conditions that must be met in order to 
receive a payout.  Both the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot qualifying hand chart, and the 
Texas Hold’em Bonus Hands qualifying hand chart must be offered at the same time.  
Furthermore, the qualifying bonus hands shall be displayed prominently within the Nineteenth 
Hole Casino at all times that the promotion is being played. 
 

Texas Hold’em Bonus Hands (Fixed) 
Qualifying Hand            Conditions Prize Amount 

Aces Cracked Both hole cards must be used and player must lose 
in a showdown. $20 

Any Four of a Kind Kicker must match or beat the board.  This is payed 
if the hand is tabled (shown) on any street. $40 

Any Straight Flush Both hole cards must play and this is awarded on 
any street as long as the hand is tabled (shown). $100 

Any Royal Flush Both hole cards must play and this is awarded on 
any street as long as the hand is tabled (shown). $250 

 
Eligibility Requirements 
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above 
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the 
gaming activity.   
 

• A minimum of five (5) players are required to be dealt in during a qualifying game in 
order for players to be eligible and the table to qualify for the jackpot.   

• In order to qualify for the progressive jackpot, the winning and losing hands must use 
their two (2) hole cards. 

• Players with Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot qualifying winning and losing hands must 
play through the final betting round, which is after ‘the river,’ in order to qualify for the 
progressive jackpot.  If a player with one of the qualifying hands folds prior to the final 
betting round, the table will be in-eligible for the progressive jackpot. 

• Players with an Aces Cracked qualifying bonus hand must play through the showdown 
and lose in order to receive a bonus hand payout.  Any other qualifying bonus hand must 
be tabled in order to receive a bonus hand payout. 

• In the event that during a round of play, two (2) or more players have the same 
qualifying losing hand or the same qualifying winning hand, both players will share the 
posted prize percentage of the jackpot.  The remaining eligible players will receive their 
share of the posted prize percentage as normal. 

• When a qualifying hand is announced, a floor person will verify that both hands qualify.  
Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the jackpot. 

• Casino employees are eligible for the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot and bonus hand 
payouts when off duty and out of uniform. 

• This gaming activity is not eligible during tournament games. 
• A player can win the bonus hand fixed prize multiple times per day, but can only win the 

progressive jackpot prize once per day. 
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• No bonus payouts are made in a hand that the jackpot is hit. 
 
Prize 
The Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot has a progressive element with minimum value of $1 and 
a maximum value of $50,000.  The jackpot prize shall be paid in the form of cash.  The actual 
progressive jackpot prize amount shall depend on the amount the jackpot was originally seeded 
at, as well as how many days have transpired in order for the posted jackpot prize to increase 
progressively each day by the number of jackpot collection fees dropped the previous day.  The 
actual jackpot prize amount shall be posted within the Nineteenth Hole Casino at all times the 
jackpot is being offered for play.  Patrons shall be given ample notice of the actual jackpot prize 
amount.  The posted progressive jackpot prize amount is comprised of half of the total amount 
collected from the jackpot fees.  The fixed bonus payouts are awarded to players with a 
qualifying hand and ranges from $20 and $250.   
 
Prize Payout Structure  
Players that make the advertised qualifying hands shall be eligible to win their share of the 
posted Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot amount and posted bonus hand fixed 
prize, according to the payout option, as shown below.   
 
For the progressive prize payout structure, 50% of the posted progressive jackpot prize amount 
shall be awarded to the player that makes the qualifying Bad Beat losing hand, 10% of the 
posted progressive jackpot prize amount shall be awarded to the player that makes the 
qualifying winning hand, and 40% of the posted progressive jackpot prize amount shall be 
evenly divided and distributed amongst all other players in the room who are seated and 
participating in the approved game, and shall be referred to as the room share. 
 

Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot (Progressive) 
Bad Beat (Losing) Hand            Winning Hand Room Share 

50% 10% 40% 
 
Funding 
The Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot will be initially seeded by the Casino at $1,500 and will be 
reimbursed once applicable funds have been acquired from the total collected jackpot fees.  
This will be tracked and logged for accounting. 
 
After the Casino’s initial seed, the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot is player funded from 
jackpot fees.  The jackpot fee is $1.00 per hand if the pot is over $20.00 in any limit Texas 
Hold’em game and $1.00 per hand if the pot is over $25.00 in any No Limit Texas Hold’em 
game and will be collected after the flop.  If the game does not reach the flop, there will be no 
jackpot fee taken.  The Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot shall be half of the total amount 
collected from jackpot fees and shall increase daily based on half of the jackpot fees collected 
and dropped during live play at all approved tables during the previous day.  The other half of 
the total amount collected from the jackpot fees will be placed into a separate account and will 
be used to pay out any fixed bonus hands and any administrative fees. 
 
When the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot is won by a player, the separate account will reseed 
the jackpot with half of its total value collected from jackpot fees. 
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Example: The total amount collected from the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot fees is 
$80,000.  The advertised Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot prize will be $40,000.  The other half 
of the collected jackpot fees ($40,000) is used to pay bonus hand payouts, administrative fees, 
and used to reseed the jackpot after it is won.  After a player hits the $40,000 jackpot, the new 
jackpot will start out at the advertised amount of $20,000.  The other half of the collected jackpot 
fees ($20,000) is again, used to pay bonus hand payouts, administrative fees, and used to 
reseed the jackpot. 
 
The maximum amount collected from jackpot fees is $100,000.  Once this cap is reached, no 
further collections will be made.  Jackpot fees will resume once the total amount collected dips 
below $100,000.  This will occur when the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot or the bonus hand 
payouts are hit, or administrative fees are taken.   
 
The jackpot collection fees shall be kept in separate drop boxes apart from the regular table 
collection fees.  In all instances, patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of the 
progressive jackpot prize amount.  Furthermore, it shall be displayed prominently within the 
Nineteenth Hole Casino at all times the Bad Beat Jackpot is being offered. 
 
Administrative Fees 
The Casino will take an administrative fee ranging from $8 - $15 per table per hour.  The 
administrative fee will be taken from the total amount collected from the jackpot fees and will 
cover the jackpot accounting and banking fees. 
 
No Purchase Necessary  
The Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot shall be offered to customers who wish to participate for 
free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no restrictions, to patrons who wish to 
participate in a No Purchase Necessary game.  The Casino shall provide No Purchase 
Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the gaming activity without paying 
a table fee or placing a live wager.  All advertisement material shall state "No Purchase 
Necessary" when referencing the Texas Hold’em Bad Beat Jackpot.  This requirement extends 
to all forms of advertising including electronic message boards, computer monitors, posters, and 
flyers. 
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